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The scientifi c goal of the 
Centre for the Biology of 
Memory (CBM) is to under-
stand the biological processes 
responsible for memory. This 
ambitious aim requires a multi-
disciplinary and multi-level 
approach which can only be 
accomplished by close 
collaboration between experts 
in several disciplines.

Th e CBM brings together internationally 
leading neuroscientists in a Centre as-
sociated with the Norwegian University 
of Science and Technology (NTNU) 
in Trondheim, Norway. Th ese scientists 
share an interest in memory and con-
tribute complementary expertise. Th e 
activities of the Centre include theoreti-
cal work, experiments, and training of 
students, all centred around the main 
scientifi c goal of the Centre. Th e goal is to 
determine, using a combination of behav-
ioural and neurophysiological methods, 
how groups of neurons in the hippo-
campus and neocortex give rise to specifi c 
memory operations such as encoding, 
storage, consolidation and retrieval.

Memory has been studied using either 
a top-down or a bottom-up strategy. Th e 
top-down approach starts by studying 
cognitive or behavioural memory, and 
then works its way towards identifying 
the brain regions involved, the individual 
cells and molecules responsible. Th e 
bottom-up strategy begins by studying the 
basic molecular mechanisms of synaptic 
modifi cation, and thence upwards to a 
coherent view of behavioural memory. 
Neither approach has alone been success-
ful in establishing fi rm links between 
molecules and behaviour. Th e main 
focus of the activity of the Centre is on 
the intermediate level of analysis, namely 
the level of networks of neurons that 
together encode and store information 
that can be recalled at a later time.

The Norwegian Centres of Excellence
Th e CBM is one of thirteen Centres of 
Excellence (CoE) established by the Re-
search Council of Norway in 2002. Th e 
centres were selected after an evaluation 

Understanding the Biology of Memory

The three Centres of Excellence in Trondheim were inaugurated on 18 November 2002. From the left: 
Professor Peder Emstad of the Centre for Quantifi able Quality of Service in Communication Systems, 
Professor Edvard Moser of the CBM, Professor Torgeir Moan of the Centre for Ships and Ocean Structures, 
Christian Hambro, Director of the Norwegian Research Council, and Kristin Clemet, Minister of Education 
and Research (Photo: Rune Petter Næss, NTNU Info).

by international experts who assessed a 
large number of applications from highly 
qualifi ed candidates. Th ree of these cen-
tres were located in Trondheim and the 
NTNU community.

Th e intention of the CoE Scheme is 
to bring more researchers and research 
groups up to a high international stand-
ard. Th e Norwegian Minister of Educa-
tion and Research, Kristin Clemet, has 
stressed that the centres will be given the 
time and resources to engage in long-term 
research in their areas. Th e Minister has 
also emphasised that the Centres will not 
be required to produce immediate results, 
but that their ultimate ambition should 
be research of Nobel Prize level.

Milestones in 2003
In the course of 2003 the CBM has 
made considerable progress in under-
standing the function of the major net-
work stages of the hippocampus when 
it comes to generating memory. Th e 
Centre has also made great progress in 
understanding the relations between the 

hippocampus and areas of the cerebral 
cortex that lie in front of the hippo-
campus, thereby contributing to the 
understanding of the hippocampal-
neocortical interactions responsible for 
long-term storage of memory. Several 
of these discoveries result directly from 
newly established collaborations with 
the visiting professors of the Centre. 
Th ese and other research milestones are 
described in detail on pages 9–12 of this 
Annual Report. An important objec-
tive of the CoE system is to build up 
new teaching and recruitment provision 
within selected areas. In the autumn of 
2003, NTNU and the CBM therefore 
established new educational provision 
for students with bachelor’s degrees 
in such subjects as psychology, medi-
cine, physics or biology, who can take 
a master’s degree in interdisciplinary 
neuroscience. In the long term it may be 
relevant to develop this course of study 
further into a national master’s degree in 
co-operation with other universities. 
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The human memory contains 
memories of one’s fi rst kiss, 
the way to one’s job, the PIN 
code of one’s credit card, and 
a great deal more. Researchers 
at the Centre for the Biology 
of Memory (CBM) are working 
full-time to extend the 
boundaries of our knowledge 
of memory, with the focus on 
the little hippocampus fold of 
the cerebral cortex.

Th e hippocampus is absolutely crucial to 
the capacity possessed by human beings 
and all other mammals to store sensory 
impressions in the form of memory traces, 
and it is therefore also central to the mem-
ory research being conducted at the CBM. 
“Th e hippocampus is in evolutionary 
terms an older part of the cerebral cortex. 
Its function in the brain of mammals may 
in part be compared with the internal 
memory in a modern computer,” say the 

CBM’s director and co-
director, Professor Edvard 
Moser and Professor May-
Britt Moser. Th ey add that 
the comparison should 
not be taken too far, but 
computer technology has 
at least given us a vocabu-
lary that makes it easier to 
describe the brain and the 
memory processes.

Th e point of departure 
is that both the brain and 
the computer retrieve and 
process information, and 
store information that 
may be retrieved again 
later. Th e hippocampus 

can be compared with the internal mem-
ory of the computer in the sense that this 
structure receives sensory impressions 
that are processed before being sent on 
in the form of electrical signals to diff er-
ent parts of the cerebral cortex (“the hard 
disk”) where they are stored more perma-
nently. It is however important to bear in 
mind that the hippocampus too can store 
memories and sensory impressions for a 
relatively long period of time.

The hippocampus: 
Memories are made of this

After processing in the hippocampus, 
memory about location is stored in one 
area of the cerebral cortex, individual 
objects and items in another, emotional 
content in a third, and so on – and the 
sum of all the stored impressions acting 
in concert constitutes a memory. Th e 
computer, incidentally, stores information 
practically instantaneously, but perma-
nent storage in the brain involves repeated 
events and can take a long time.

“Th e current theory, which has most 
certainly not been proven, is that the 
hippocampus maintains connections 
between the diff erent storage structures 
in the cerebral cortex for a period of time 
after a group of sensory impressions has 
been stored. But after a certain time, per-
haps as long as several years, the memo-
ries will have become so permanent that 
they don’t need the connection through 
the hippocampus in order to be main-
tained,” explains Professor Edvard Moser.                                                                          

Th e researchers at the CBM are now 
investigating in great detail how these 
processes occur, inter alia by measuring 
the electrical activity in nerve cells in 
the hippocampus of rats. Th e electri-
cal activity can be measured with the 
use of micro-thin electrodes that are 
introduced into the hippocampus. Th e 
electrodes can register the activity of up 
to approximately 100 individual cells at 
the same time. Th is makes it possible to 

obtain information that is found only in 
the collective signal patterns of the cells 
and not in their individual activity. 

Better treatment for memory loss
Th e CBM is a basic research centre with 
long-term funding from the Norwegian 
Research Council, so the Mosers and 
their colleagues do not need to think 
about immediate practical applications 
or short-term profi tability. Nevertheless, 
their research does aff ord great possibili-
ties in this area.

“One of our objectives is to learn more 
about how normal memory functions, 
and that’s a prerequisite for understand-
ing what happens when memory fails. 
So we believe that in the long term our 
research will be able to contribute to 
more eff ective treatment for Alzheimer’s 
disease and other forms of memory loss. 
Incidentally such disorders may become 
a growing problem in Norway and many 
other countries in the years ahead, as 
both the average life expectancy and the 
proportion of elderly people in the popu-
lation increase. Aging generally leads to 
some decline in memory, but in addition 
approximately 10 per cent of the popula-
tion over the age of roughly 60-70 are 
aff ected by a pathological loss of memory,” 
says May-Britt Moser.

At the same time she stresses that 
there are enormous individual variations, 

One girl, 

one boy

Some grief, 

some joy

Memories are 

made of this

dean martin,
 1956

The Professors Edvard Moser and May-Britt Moser are the directors of the Centre for the 
Biology of Memory (CBM).
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and the individual can do a great deal to 
maintain his or her memory. Th e point 
is that the brain is like a muscle: it gets 
stronger when it is used.

The digital brain
But let us take a closer look at the paral-
lels between the brain and the computer. 
While the computer processes and stores 
information in the binary number system 
– which only recognises the values “0” and 
“1” – the nerve cells of the brain transport 
information in the form of electrical 
action potentials, which also in principle 
can only have the value “0” or “1”. 

“Th ere are no half action potentials, 
just as the computer doesn’t operate with 
“half ” digital numbers,” Professor Moser 
explains.

Th e action potentials cannot nor-
mally pass directly from one nerve cell 
to another, but they can nevertheless be 
transferred indirectly. When the action 
potential arrives at a synapse (the point 
of contact between two nerve cells), it 
may cause the secretion of molecules 
that are called neurotransmitters, and 
these can activate postsynaptic receptors. 
Th is triggers the passage of ionic cur-
rents across the postsynaptic membrane. 
Together with signals from other syn-
apses, the currents may give rise to new 
action potentials in the postsynaptic cell 
that are then passed further. Th ere are 
strong and weak synapses, in the sense 
that they make it easy or diffi  cult for 
such a signal to be generated. 

Specifi c patterns of action potentials 
can lead to the synthesis of proteins that 
permanently change the strength of the 
synapse. Th e current theory is that these 
synaptic changes, which remain distrib-
uted in the cerebral cortex, constitute the 
physical and chemical basis of memory. 
Th is is a parallel to the fact that the com-
puter needs a certain number of bits to 
encode a piece of information.

Th e biological memory is both crea-
tive and constructive, in the sense that 
it is the whole time subject to change in 
the light of new information. Th is means 
that the memory of mammals cannot 
be compared to a video recording with 
exact depiction of what happened – it 
is rather a matter of a processed version 
from a very imaginative director. But 
that is another story.

Recall mirrors learning
“Even though we know a lot about action 
potentials, synapses and proteins, there’s 
still a long way to go before we under-
stand what really happens during learning 
and the storing of memories. So one of 
our great goals is to learn more about how 
the concerted activity in groups of nerve 
cells contains information. Among other 
things, we believe that the cells that are 
active when something is being learnt, are 
reactivated when something is recalled. 
But this still remains to be proven,” says 
Edvard Moser.

Th e hippocampus consists of a 
number of sub-units, and the research-
ers at the CBM are now in the midst of 
a massive undertaking to learn more 
about the processes that take place in 
the diff erent stations. Th ey will also be 
studying the connections between the 
stations of the hippocampus and the rest 
of the cerebral cortex, inter alia with a 
view to fi nding out more about how the 
long-term memory can gradually be-
come more independent of the “internal 
memory” in the hippocampus.

People with defective hippocampi 
lose the capacity to remember new ex-
periences, while older memories – like 
childhood memories – may often remain 
intact. “Th is gives strength to the theory 
that the permanent storage of memories 
takes place in the cerebral cortex, while 
the memories in the hippocampus are 
lost or deleted sooner or later. Th e hippo-
campus is after all a relatively small 
structure with limited capacity,” says 
May-Britt Moser.

Discovered a new 
memory circuit

On 12 June 2002 the Norwegian 
Research Council decided that a 
Centre of Excellence in the fi eld of 
the biology of memory should be 
established at NTNU’s Medico-
technological Research Centre. Just 
about a week later members of the 
Centre announced in the journal 
Science that they had discovered a 
new memory-supporting circuit in 
the brain (Brun, Otnæss, Molden, 
Steff enach, Witter, Moser and 
Moser, 2002). It had been previously 
known that information from the 
external cerebral cortex could follow 
two diff erent routes into the hippo-
campus. Th e  discovery was that 
the two routes provide for diff erent 
functions. Only the one route is 
necessary for the recall of memories, 
while both routes can provide for 
recognition.

A nerve cell can be compared to a tree 
with roots and branches, where the tips 
of each root and branch end in a synapse 
with connections to another nerve cell.

The hippocampus takes its name from the 
Latin word for a seahorse, because the struc-
ture has roughly the same shape as the tail 
of this tiny fi sh. In humans the hippocampus 
is the same size as a thumb. (Cross section 
through the hippocampus drawn by Camillo 
Golgi. Image from his Opera Omnia, courtesy 
of Marina Bentivoglio, Univ. of Verona.)
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In the course of its fi rst year 
of operation, research results 
from the CBM have been 
received with great interest 
in international communities. 
It has also been noticed that 
the Centre’s structure and 
organisation are eminently 
suited to international 
research co-operation. 

Th e CBM has a desire to be innova-
tive both within research and in the 
organisation of research. Th e way in 
which international research co-op-
eration often takes place is that large 
projects are divided up into subprojects 
that are carried out separately in dif-
ferent research institutions in several 
countries, but the CBM is among the 
few international research centres that 
provide researchers from a number of 
subject fi elds – such as mathematics, 
anatomy, physiology and psychology 
– with the opportunity to really work 
together and plan and perform experi-
ments. Th e international researchers 
co-operating with the CBM see this 
form of organisation as both fruitful and 
inspiring, and they thereby contribute 
to giving the Centre the possibility of 
setting about some of the most impor-
tant unsolved problems within memory 
research. In the course of 2003 the 
CBM researchers have presented both 
research results and on-going projects 
on several occasions. In November, 
Edvard and May-Britt Moser, together 

with six post-doctoral students and 
research fellows, presented a selection 
of on-going research projects during 
the Annual Meeting of the Society for 
Neurosciences (SFN) in New Orleans, 
and were received with very great inter-
est. Th e SFN is the world’s largest and 
most important organisation for brain 
researchers, with 34,000 members, of 
whom as many as 28,000 were present 
in New Orleans.

Making collaboration straightforward
“Th e CBM provides an institutional 
framework that makes collaboration 
straightforward. Th is means that 
we can perform important research 
without applying for small individual 
grants with detailed description of each 
project. Th ere aren’t many international 
research centres that off er this possibility,” 
says Richard Morris, who is Professor 
of Neuroscience at the University of 
Edinburgh.

Carol Barnes, a professor at the 
University of Arizona at Tucson 
and incoming President of the SFN, 
agrees. “Th e CBM gives us the possi-
bility to spend a signifi cant amount of 
time actually interacting in the labora-
tories. Th e CBM has affi  liated to itself 
a number of researchers from abroad 
who come together as a group at least 
once a year, in addition to the fact that 
we also travel to Norway individu-
ally from time to time. It would be 
impossible to have the same kind of 
opportunity for focused attention to 
research without the structure that 

Laying the ground for 
international research co-operation

The presentations of research projects at the CBM during the Annual Meeting of the Society 
for Neurosciences (SFN) in New Orleans were received with great interest. Hill-Aina Steff enach 
in discussion with Professor Robert Sloviter of the University of Arizona, and Menno Witter 
of CBM.

Richard Morris

Richard Morris is Professor of Neuroscience at the University of Edin-
burgh. He is also Adjunct Professor of Psychology at the Norwegian Uni-
versity of Science and Technology and Life Sciences Coordinator for the 
Offi  ce of Science and Technology’s Foresight Project on Cognitive Systems. 
Professor Morris has also served as the Director of the Centre for Neu-
roscience and is a past Chairman of the Brain Research Association (now 
BNA) and Department of Neuroscience.

Th e focus of Professor Morris’ research is the function and neural mech-
anisms of the hippocampal formation. 
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the centre provides,” says Professor 
Barnes.

Both Carol Barnes and Richard 
Morris had been co-operating with 
Edvard and May-Britt Moser for a 
number of years before the CBM was 
established, and both had their fi rst 
contact with Norway through the 
strong research community around 
Professors Per Andersen, Terje Lømo 
and Th eodor Blackstad at the Uni-
versity of Oslo. Th ey share this back-
ground with several other core mem-
bers of the CBM, including Bruce 
McNaughton, Ole Paulsen, May-Britt 
Moser and Edvard Moser. Indeed, 
Norway has in fact had a strong posi-
tion within neurophysiology and brain 
research ever since Per Andersen’s 
research group laid much of the foun-
dation for the subject at the end of the 
1970s, among other things by describ-
ing the fundamental principles of how 
the hippocampus functions. Professor 
Lømo made one of the most funda-
mental discoveries in the biology of 
memory, namely that the connections 

between nerve cells can be strength-
ened through a process that is called 
long-term potentiation, as early as his 
student days.

Developments at breakneck speed
“Th e study of memory has developed 
strongly from being mostly anecdotal 
or observational 20-30 years ago, until 
today, when we can actually perform 
rigorous studies of the mechanisms that 
form the biological basis of memory. 
Th e CBM is one of very few research 
centres that is expressly devoted to 
the study of memory, and organised in 
such a way as to bring together inter-
national scientists with an interest in 
the biology of memory to cooperate on 
projects. Th e creation of this centre was 
very timely, useful and interesting,” says 
Richard Morris.

Professor Morris points out that 
the research at the CBM is considered 
as being ambitious in the subject com-
munities. “Th e CBM is working on the 
transition from being able to record 
from just one cell at a time in the brain 

The researchers at the Centre for the Biology of Memory (CBM) are working to extend the 
boundaries of our knowledge of memory.

The researchers at the CBM must be able 
to master a large number of diff erent tasks, 
like the construction of electrodes to regis-
ter the activity of the brain.

The animal unit at the CBM was built in 
2001 and satisfi es the requirements of a 
modern rodent unit as recommended in 
the European Convention.
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of an animal, to attempting to record 
from a large number of cells at once. 
Th is is an important step forward, 
because we believe that an individual 
memory doesn’t reside in an individual 
cell. On the contrary, we believe that 
memory is distributed across a very 
large number of cells, at a very large 
number of diff erent synaptic connec-
tions. Th e transition to studying a large 
number of cells at once is challenging 
because we should be thinking very 
carefully about what kind of conclusions 
you can draw from such experiments. 
But I’m not in any doubt that this is the 
right way ahead,” says Professor Morris.

The visiting professors
Carol Barnes and Richard Morris be-
long to the CBM’s group of altogether 
seven visiting professors from the USA, 
Germany, the United Kingdom, Italy 
and the Netherlands. Professor Barnes 
has a special interest in brain systems 
and how they age.

“Th e understanding of memory 
is fundamental and important as a 
phenomenon in itself, but also if you 
want to treat impairments of memory, 
both in normal aging and in diseased 
states. Edvard and May-Britt Moser 
have brought together a very strong 
group of researchers at the CBM, and 

have excellent possibilities of carrying 
on the proud Norwegian traditions in 
this fi eld. Th e CBM is making good 
progress in terms of understanding 
important aspects of memory at the 
physical level, and they have strong 
behavioural and computational compo-
nents as well,” says Professor Barnes.

Richard Morris’ contribution to 
the research at the CBM is focused on 
the biochemistry around the diff er-
ent memory processes. “We’re trying 
to take advantage of the developing 
knowledge about how diff erent kinds 
of neurotransmitters operate at the 
synaptic connections in memory areas 
like the hippocampus, in order to actu-
ally explore the impact of altering that 
chemistry in a real learning and mem-
ory task. Th at may also provide a route 
to new insight in what happens when 
memory processes go wrong in the 
aging or diseased brain,” he points out. 

Carol Barnes
Carol Barnes is a professor of 
psychology and neurology at the 
University of Arizona in Tucson. 
Professor Barnes is also president 
elect of the Society for Neuroscience 
(SFN), the world’s largest organiza-
tion of scientists devoted to the study 
of the brain, with a total of 34,000 
members.

Dr. Barnes’ research interests in-
volve the delineation of brain changes 
during late ontogeny (senescence) 
and the functional consequences 
of these changes on information 
processing and memory in older or-
ganisms. Th e major emphasis of the 
research in her lab has been an exam-
ination of the relationship between 
neurological change in the hippo-
campal formation of old rats and 
the accompanying decline of spatial 
learning-memory performance. 

Carol Barnes joined the UA in 1990 
and became a co-founder of the Arizona 
Research Laboratories Division of 
Neural Systems, Memory and Aging, a 
dedicated research unit for the study of 
brain mechanisms of learning and their 
changes with age, from the molecular 
to the behavioral levels. 

An important CBM aim is to identify functions of cell populations in the hippocampus. The picture shows hippocampal cells stained by 
fl uorescent tracer injection in the CA1 subfi eld.
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For many years memory 
researchers have known 
that there is a connection 
between where the rat is 
and which nerve cells in the 
hippocampus are active. 
The CBM researchers are 
now working along a new 
dimension to fi nd the 
connection between specifi c 
nerve cells and what the rat is 
doing.

“Th e fi ring of cells in the hippocampus is 
so place-specifi c that we can look at the 
electrical signals from them and fi nd out 
where in the room the rats are with an 
accuracy of roughly three centimetres. 
In other words, a clear connection has 
been established between the localisa-
tion of the rats and which nerve cells are 
active. But now we’re trying to give this 
knowledge a new dimension by letting 
the rats search for diff erent types of food 
in mazes while we observe the activity 
in the hippocampus. By doing this we 
can perhaps fi nd a connection between 
what the rats are doing and which cells 
are active,” explains Associate Professor 
Robert Biegler. Th e project is a colla-
boration between his group and the core 
team at CBM.

The holy grail of memory research
But the CBM researchers’ ambition is to 
extend the experiment along yet another 
dimension: the time axis. If they manage 
to fi nd a connection between the activ-
ity in the hippocampus cells and where 
the rat is, what the rat is doing and when 
it does something, they will have come 
a long way in the direction of discover-
ing the equivalent of the “Holy Grail” in 
memory research. “Th ere are many indi-
cations that a special pattern of activity 
in the hippocampus is associated with a 
specifi c memory. But no scientifi c article 
has yet been published confi rming this 
connection,” Paulo Girão, a Ph.D. stu-
dent, points out.

Frode Tuvnes, Robert Biegler and 
Paulo Girão train rats to fi nd food in 
a radial maze with 12 arms 80 cm in 
length. At the end of each arm there is 
a food bowl, but the rat must go right 
down to the bowl to fi nd out whether 
there really is food in it. “Th e rats don’t 
want to waste time by going into an 
arm where they’ve been already. To save 
time, they have to remember which arm 
they’ve visited. Th ey do that quite well,” 
says Professor Biegler.

Th e rats fi rst spend three to four 
weeks with one training session per day 
to learn the task, before having a number 
of micro-thin electrodes implanted in 
their hippocampus. Th ese electrodes 
make it possible to observe which nerve 
cells are active by watching a computer 
screen. By means of advanced mathe-
matical calculations and specially de-
veloped software, the diff use electrical 
signals that reach the electrodes can be 
traced back to individual cells in the 
hippocampus. “In other words, we’re 
not only looking at behaviour, but at 
the connection between behaviour and 
the way in which information is stored 
and organised in the brain,” says Frode 
Tuvnes.

Custard is the favourite
Th e researchers place three diff erent 
types of food in the maze: custard, ordi-
nary rice and rice with a touch of honey. 
In this way the researchers can fi nd out 
whether the activity in the nerve cells 
in the hippocampus correlates with the 
type of food the rats expect to fi nd at the 
end of the arm. Th e rats’ favourite food, 

incidentally, is custard, with honeyed 
rice as number two. 

Th e objective is to fi nd out how in-
formation is grouped in populations of 
nerve cells in the hippocampus: Is it the 
same nerve cells that encode informa-
tion for each of the three types of food/
events?

Th e three researchers are particularly 
concerned with the moment when the 
rat is in the centre of the maze deciding 
which arm to explore. It is important 
that the arms of the maze are suffi  ciently 
long – otherwise the rats may just as 
well take a walk to see whether any 
food is lying there. “Th ey only use their 
memory if it’s too much eff ort to look for 
the food,” comments Associate Professor 
Biegler. 

“We hope that this research can shed 
new light on human memory, because 
there are many features in common be-
tween the memories of all mammals. A 
lot of the biochemistry of the memory is 
common to the whole animal kingdom,” 
he explains.

New dimensions in memory research

By means of advanced mathematical cal-
culations the diff use electrical signals that 
reach the electrodes can be traced back to 
individual cells in the hippocampus. The 
diff erent colours represent diff erent cells, 
which can be separated from one another 
by means of a clustering algorithm written 
by Sturla Molden, Cand. Scient., who is a 
Ph.D. student at the CBM.

Frode Tuvnes, Paulo Girão and Robert 
Biegler train rats to search for food in a radial 
maze with arms 80 cm in length. After three 
to four weeks of training the rats have learnt 
what kind of food there is at the end of each 
arm, and this is something the researchers 
can use to explore new dimensions in 
animal memory.
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The hippocampus consists of 
a number of sub-departments 
with diff erent functions that 
have hitherto been largely 
very poorly mapped. The CBM 
researchers, Jill and Stefan 
Leutgeb, see signs that nerve 
cells in one sub-department 
express patterns and features 
that are common to diff erent 
learning contexts, while 
another sub-department is 
concerned with fi nding the 
diff erences and making them 
as great as possible.

Earlier experiments have shown that the 
nerve cells in the hippocampus of a rat in 
an enclosure with which it is familiar, “fi re” 
place-specifi c signals. Th is may be inter-
preted as meaning that the hippocampus 
contains a kind of map of areas in which 
the rat has learnt to fi nd its way about. 
Th e Leutgebs’ research suggests that the 
rats use the two hippocampal areas CA3 
and CA1 diff erentially when they store 
and retrieve memories.

“Th e nerve cells that are active in CA3 
in a special enclosure in our laboratory 

are completely mute in other enclosures. 
Conversely, it appears that most of those 
cells in CA1 that are active in a special 
enclosure are also active in enclosures that 
are similar. Th is gives support to a hy-
pothesis that CA1 preserves similar fea-
tures, while CA3 looks for diff erences and 
magnifi es them,” says Jill Leutgeb.

“Th e sub-departments of the hippo-
campus are diff erent both anatomically 
and functionally. CA3, for example, ap-
pears to be a sort of  “data processor” with 
the capacity to compare incoming infor-
mation with patterns that have already 
been stored,” adds Stefan Leutgeb.

CA3 is a unique structure in that it 
has what are called recurrent connections, 
i.e. the nerve cells there have an unusu-
ally large number of connections to other 
nerve cells in the same area. While the 
probability that a typical nerve cell in the 
cerebral cortex will have a connection to 
another randomly selected cell is less than 
0.01 per cent, the probability that a CA3 
cell has a connection to another CA3 cell 
is as high as 4 per cent. Th e large number 
of connections is no doubt very useful 
when CA3 is to compare new sensory im-
pressions with stored memory traces. 

How the hippocampus sorts the impressions
A series of experiments conducted by 
Jill and Stefan Leutgeb in collaboration 
with members of the centre, including the 
Italian theoretical physicist Alessandro 
Treves, suggest that the CA3 cells pre-
serve diff erences in sensory impressions 
by means of a phenomenon called orthogo-
nalisation or pattern separation. Th ese 
researchers have done calculations on this 
and determined that diff erent “maps” are 
stored in such diff erent ways as at all pos-
sible in the nerve cells of CA3. Th us it is 
probably easier for the rat to distinguish 
similar but diff erent sensory impressions 
from one another, which is necessary to 

prevent memory interference. “Th is is a 
pioneering discovery that shows among 
other things why it’s important to have 
an interdisciplinary staff  at the Centre,” 
Professor Edvard Moser points out.   

The separation of impressions and memory
It is extremely important for the CBM re-
searchers to be able to draw a distinction 
between the electrical activity in the 
hippocampus that is due to sensory im-
pressions, and the activity that has to do 
with memory. Together with three of 
the Visiting Professors (McNaughton, 
Barnes and Treves), the CBM team has 
hatched out an ingenious experiment to 
document this diff erence: Th ey release 
the rats into enclosures that gradually 
change shape from square to circular (or 
vice versa), and monitor the nerve cells in 
the hippocampus to see when they switch 
over from signalling “square” to “circular”. 
If the fi ring of cells in the hippocampus 
changes gradually from “square” to “circle”, 
and at the same point in the transition 
irrespective of whether the experiment 
began with a square or circular enclosure, 
this suggests that the nerve cells are fi rst 
and foremost triggered by sensory im-
pressions. But if the Leutgebs fi nd nerve 
cells in which the activity patterns are 
displaced, this may mean that the ob-
served fi ring is also steered by the animal’s 
memory.

“We believe that CA3 in the hippo-
campus functions in such a way that a 
limited number of incoming sensory im-
pressions are enough to activate impres-
sions that are stored in the memory. In 
this way the whole memory of an earlier 
experience can be activated. Th is phe-
nomenon is called pattern completion, and 
we hope that these experiments are going 
to teach us more about this mechanism,” 
say Jill and Stefan Leutgeb.

Some like similarities 
and others like diff erences

The post-doctoral research fellows, Jill 
Leutgeb and Stefan Leutgeb, are investi-
gating how one part of the hippocampus 
picks up diff erences, while another part is 
concerned with similarities. 

An important CBM experiment is to release the rats into an enclosure that gradually changes 
shape from square to circular (or vice versa). This experiment can help the researchers to 
distinguish between hippocampal activity that is due to sensory impressions from activity 
that is due to memory processes (Illustration: Haagen Waade, CBM). 
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The hippocampus is a 
relatively small structure with 
a limited number of nerve 
cells, but it nevertheless 
consists of several sub-
departments with diff erent 
structures and functions. Hill-
Aina Steff enach and Kirsten 
Kjelstrup are two of the CBM 
researchers who want to 
know more about what goes 
on in the sub-departments 
of the hippocampus and its 
immediate vicinity.

“It’s not certain that we’ll ever get right 
to the bottom of things in our under-
standing of how the memory works. 
Th e task can perhaps be compared to a 
computer programme that understands 
itself – there’s no such thing yet! But it’s 
obvious we can get much farther than 
where we are today,” says Kirsten Kjel-
strup, a medical student who is working 
for a Ph.D.

Th e heads of the CBM, Edvard and 
May-Britt Moser, have previously pub-
lished results showing that rats to a great 
extent use the dorsal part of the hippo-
campus – the part that turns towards 
the animal’s spine – for spatial orienta-
tion. Th e corresponding part of the 
hippocampus is also active in humans 
– and other mammals – trying to get 
their bearings by means of memory.

The seat of fear is the belly side
Kirsten Kjelstrup and Hill-Aina 
Steff enach, both research fellows at 
CBM, participate in experiments aim-
ing to fi nd out more about the division 
of labour internally in the hippocampus, 
and between the hippocampus and the 
entorhinal cortex. Kirsten Kjelstrup has 
gone hunting for the division of labour 
between the ventral and the dorsal parts 
of the hippocampus, while Hill-Aina 
Steff enach is investigating corresponding 
anatomical diff erences in the entorhinal 
cortex. Th e terms dorsal and ventral are, 
incidentally, more precise than words 
like front/back or upper/lower, which 
do not provide good comparisons be-
tween mammals given that some are 
four-legged and others two-legged.

“Th e information from sensory 
impressions goes through the entorhi-
nal cortex before it arrives at the hip-
pocampus, and studies carried out by 
Visiting Professor Menno Witter and 
his colleagues show that the entorhinal 
cortex consists of multiple overlapping 
bands. Th e lateral band of the entorhi-
nal cortex has connections to the dorsal 
part of the hippocampus, which has to 
do with spatial orientation. Th e medial 
band of the entorhinal cortex has in-
stead connections to the ventral part of 
the hippocampus, which plays a part in 
controlling the rats’ fear reactions. If a rat 
feels unsafe, we may see changes in the 
activity of both the medial entorhinal 
cortex and the ventral hippocampus,” 
says Steff enach.

Th e entorhinal cortex also has an 
intermediate area that appears to have 
nerve connections to more intermediate 
and dorsal parts of the hippocampus.

Corridors and diving boards
Kjelstrup and Steff enach have done ex-
periments in which the rats are released 
into a four-arm maze, in which two arms 
have high walls and are perceived as safe 
corridors for the rat, while the other 
two arms lack walls and give a feeling of 
being on a “diving board” when the rat 
creeps out onto them.

But if the researchers inject drugs 
that knock out parts of the hippo-
campus, something thrilling takes place. 
“Th ose rats that have lesions in the dor-
sal part of the hippocampus stay in the 

safe corridors, while the rats with ven-
tral lesions on the other hand run about 
unconcernedly all over the place – on the 
diving boards too. Incidentally the same 
thing happens if the rats are given Val-
ium! Th is suggests that the fear response 
is dependent on the ventral hippocam-
pus and disappears when this part of the 
structure isn’t functioning,” says Kirsten 
Kjelstrup.

Fear and space in the hippocampus 

The four-arm maze has two arms that are felt 
to be safe on account of the walls, while the 
other two are open and are perceived as “div-
ing boards” when the rats walk on them.

A rat with lesions in the dorsal hippocam-
pus (above right) keeps to the safe part of 
the maze, while a rat with lesions in the 
ventral hippocampus or the whole hippo-
campus just as easily walks out onto the 
diving board. This experiment suggests 
that the rats’ fear reaction depends on the 
ventral part, which is closer to the belly.

Ph.D. students Hill-Aina Steff enach and 
Kirsten Kjelstrup are mapping the sub-de-
partments of the hippocampus and en-
torhinal cortex.
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It has been known since the 
1950’s that the hippocampus 
plays a central role for the 
memory of mammals. The re-
searchers Marianne Fyhn and 
Vegard Heimly Brun are now 
testing new hypotheses that 
elements of the processing of 
memory begin as early as the 
entrance to the hippocampus, 
in the structure that is called 
the entorhinal cortex.

“All information that’s to enter the hippo-
campus fi rst goes through the entorhinal 
cortex, and we’re now working on the 
basis of a hypothesis that this structure is 
more important than had been believed 
over the past 30 years. We’ve already 
seen results to suggest that a part of the 
processing in the hippocampus actually 
begins as early as in this ‘forecourt’”, say 
the research fellows, Marianne Fyhn and 
Vegard Heimly Brun. Th ey are in the 
process of performing a series of joint 
experiments between the core group at 
CBM and Visiting Professors Menno P. 
Witter and Alessandro Treves.

When the CBM researchers are to 
investigate the activity in the nerve cells 
in the hippocampus and the entorhi-
nal cortex, they use specially developed 
equipment with micro-thin electrodes 
that can be placed with an accuracy of 
a 1/100th part of a millimetre at the cells 
that are to be investigated. Th e elec-
trodes are so sensitive that they can reg-

ister the electrical activity in a number of 
individual cells at the same time.

The hippocampus contains a “map”
Th e rats are fi rst trained to fi nd food 
in enclosures that may for example be 
square or circular, placed in rooms with 
diff erent characteristics on the walls. 
Earlier experiments have shown that a 
rat that is placed in a new enclosure de-
velops a sort of map as it becomes famil-
iar with the new surroundings. Th e map 
means that specifi c groups of nerve cells 
“fi re” an electrical signal at specifi c points 
in the enclosure.

“Th e same group of cells in the hippo-
campus of the same rat always fi re when 
the rat is in the same place. We’ve seen 
that this place-specifi c fi ring is stable 
over several days, and this suggests that 
the fi ring has great information value,” 
say Fyhn and Heimly Brun.

Th e rats also manage to distinguish 
between diff erent enclosures in the same 
room. If a rat is moved from a circular 
enclosure to a square one, the pattern of 
fi ring cells in the hippocampus is radically 
altered. Th is phenomenon is called re-
mapping. But at the same time it appears 

that the fi ring pattern in the entorhinal 
cortex is not changed to the same extent. 
Th is may suggest that the hippocampus is 
important for the rats’ capacity to distin-
guish between inputs that resemble one 
another, while the structures in front of 
the hippocampus in the entorhinal cortex 
express instead the features in common 
between diff erent environments. Th e ca-
pacity of the hippocampus to distinguish 
between environments and episodes that 
resemble one another is probably crucial 
to recalling memories without mixing 
them up. Th is function is particularly im-
portant when memories must be recalled, 
and perhaps less decisive when only recog-
nition is required. 

Incidentally recognition corresponds 
to a multiple-choice task that involves 
choosing the right answer from a list of 
alternatives, while recall is a matter of 
fi nding the right answer without any tips 
in advance. It appears that recall requires 
activity in the hippocampus, while the 
entorhinal cortex and bordering struc-
tures can, under some circumstances, 
manage some types of recognition.

Memory in the forecourt 
of the hippocampus

Cand. Scient. Marianne Fyhn and medical 
student Vegard Heimly Brun, who both are 
working for a Ph.D., are studying the nerve 
cells in the entorhinal cortex, which is a 
kind of port of entry to the “internal memo-
ry” in the hippocampus.

When the CBM researchers are to investigate the activity in the nerve cells in the hippo-
campus and the entorhinal cortex, they use specially developed equipment with micro-
thin electrodes that can be placed with an accuracy of a 1/100th part of a millimetre at the 
cells that are to be investigated. The electrodes are so sensitive that they can register the 
electrical activity in a number of individual cells at the same time.
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hippocampal neurocircuit. J. Neurphysiol 
89, 2176-2184.

keuker jih, rochford cdp, witter 
mp, fuchs e (2003) 
A cytoarchitectonic study of the hippo-
campal formation of the Tree Shrew 
(Tupaia belangeri). J. Chem Neuroanat. 
26, 1-15

wouterlood fg, böckers t, witter 
mp (2003) 
Synaptic contacts between identifi ed 
neurons visualized in the confocal laser-
scanning microscope. Neuroanatomical 
tracing combined with immunofl uores-
cence detection of postsynaptic density 
proteins and target neuron-markers. 
J Neurosci Meth 128, 129-142

tolner ea, van vliet ea, holtmaat 
ajgd, aronica e, witter mp, lopes da 
silva fh, gorter ja (2003) 
GAP-43 mRNA and protein expression 
in the hippocampus and parahippocampal 
region during the course of epilepto-
genesis in rats. Eur. J. Neurosci. 17, 2369-
2380 

kloosterman f, van haeften t, 
witter mp, lopes da silva f (2003) 
Electrophysiological characterization of 
interlaminar entorhinal connections: an 
essential link for re-entrance in the 
hippocampal-entorhinal system. 
Eur. J. Neurosci. 18,1-16.

witter mp (2003) 
Organization of cortico-hippocampal 
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witter mp, amaral dg (2004) 
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Robert Biegler:

biegler, r. (2003) 
Reading cognitive and other maps: How 
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K.J. Jeff ery (Ed) Th e Neurobiology of 
Spatial Behaviour, Oxford Univerity 
Press, Oxford.

Hanna Mustaparta:

bichao, h., borg-karlson, a.-k., 
araujo, j. and mustaparta, h. (2003) 
Identifi cation of plant odours activating 
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notatus (Colepotera, Curculionidae). 
J Comp Physiol A 189, 203-212.
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mustaparta h (2003) 
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Income (Inntekter) Accounts (Regnskap) Budget (Budsjett)

Grants (Bevilgninger)
Norwegian Centre of Excellence (SFF) 6 000 000 

Other external projects (Andre eksterne prosjekt) Note 1 4 419 000

Th e Portuguese Ministry of Science and Technology 489 000

 

Contribution from the Norwegian University of Science and Technology (Bevilgning fra NTNU)

S/O funding (S/O-midler) 1 196 000

Patch-clamp unit (Patch-clamp-enhet) 1 575 000

Operational grant (Driftsbevilgning) 1 333 333

Salaries (Lønnsmidler) 2 014 000

Other benefi ts (Naturalytelse) Note 2 3 847 106

Total income (Sum inntekter) 20 873 439

Expenses (Utgifter)
Net personnel costs (including social benefi ts) Note 3 9 078 782

      (Netto faste lønnsmidler inkl sosiale kostnader)     

Scientifi c equipment (Vitenskapelig utstyr) Note 4 2 422 371

Laboratory consumables (Drift av laboratoriet) 2 554 815

Travel expenses (Reise- og oppholdskostnader) 652 922

Other expenses (Naturalytelse) 3 847 106

Profi t transferred to 2004 (Resultat overført til 2004) 2 317 443

Total expenses (Sum utgifter) 20 873 439

Th e most important goal for the Cen-
tre for the Biology of Memory in 2003, 
which was the Centre’s fi rst whole year 
of operation, was to establish the activity 
and build it up to be fully operational. 
Th e management of the Centre per-
formed this task to the full satisfaction 
of the Board. In the course of the year 
the Centre lived up to expectations with 
respect to both administrative develop-
ment and scientifi c results.

In 2002 the Norwegian Research 
Council nominated 13 Centres of Excel-
lence (CoE) after a comprehensive and 
thorough process, in which 129 research 
communities competed. Th e CoE sys-
tem is one of several measures intended 
to raise the level of quality of Norwegian 
research, and it means that specially se-
lected groups of researchers receive long-
term funding to engage in basic research 

of top-class international standard. Th e 
Centre for the Biology of Memory and 
two other CoE units at NTNU were 
inaugurated by Kristin Clemet, the 
Minister of Education and Research, at a 
ceremony on 18 November 2002.

Th e Board of the Centre for the 
Biology of Memory had two meetings 
in the course of 2003 with a total of 17 
items of business to be transacted. In 
addition to its work on establishing 
the actual Centre, the Board discussed 
the establishment of a Master’s Degree 
course and a Ph.D. programme in neu-
roscience, involving a number of subject 
communities at NTNU. Th e Master’s 
Degree course was started in the autumn 
of 2003. Work is in progress to develop 
this course of study into a national Mas-
ter’s Degree course in co-operation with 
other universities. 

In addition the Board took up 
matters relating inter alia to:
– the Board’s terms of reference
– scientifi c reports
– accounts and budget
– the room situation
– contracts of employment
– a visit from the Centre’s Advisory 
    Board in 2005

Arnstein Finset, Chairman of the Board
Vigdis Moe Skarstein
Gunnar Bovim
Jan Morten Dyrstad

Trondheim, 21 January 2004

Report from the Board for 2003

Operating accounts 2003 (Årsregnskap) 
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The Board:

Professor 
Arnstein Finset, 
University of Oslo 
(chairman) 

Vigdis Moe Skarstein, 
University Director, 
NTNU (2003) 

Associate Professor
Julie Feilberg, 
ProRector, 
NTNU (from 2004-01-01)

Professor Gunnar Bovim, 
Dean, Faculty of Medicine, 
NTNU   

Associate Professor
Jan Morten Dyrstad, 
Dean, Faculty of Social 
Science and Technology 
management, NTNU 

The Advisory Board:
Professor Larry Squire, 

University of California San Diego, 

USA (chairman) 

Professor Terry Sejnowski, 

Howard Hughes Med Inst, 

Salk Institute, San Diego, USA 

Professor Erin Schuman, 

California Institute of Technology, 

Los Angeles, USA 

Professor Earl Miller, 

Massachusetts Institute 

of Technology, Boston, USA 

Who’s who at The Centre 
for the Biology of Memory

Directors

Edvard I. Moser, 
Professor and director

May-Britt Moser, 
Professor and co-director 

Visiting professors

Carol Barnes, Professor 
University of Arizona, USA 

Bruce McNaughton, 
Professor University 
of Arizona, USA

Randolf Menzel, 
Professor Free University 
of Berlin

Richard G. M. Morris, 
Professor University of 
Edinburgh, UK

Ole Paulsen, Professor 
Oxford University, UK 

Alessandro Treves, 
Professor International 
School for Advanced 
Studies, Italy

Menno P. Witter, 
Professor Free University of 
Amsterdam, Netherlands

Note 1 – Other external projects
Grants from:
•  Fifth framework programme of the 

European Community (2000-03)
•  From the Research Council of 

Norway:
•  Medicine and Health Programme 

Grant (2000-05) 
•  Strategic University Programme in 

Neuroscience (2000-03) 
•  Visiting Professorship to Richard 

Morris (2000-03)

Bevilgninger fra:
• EUs 5. rammeprogram (2000-03)
• Fra Norges forskningsråd:
• MH-gruppe
•  Strategisk Universitetsprogram 

(SUP)
• Gjesteprofessorat Richard Morris

Note 2 – Other benefi ts
Server operations and backup, rooms 
and general operation, compensation 
for the use of administrative services.
Drift og backup av server, areal og 
drift, bruk av sentrale tjenester

Note 3 – Net personell costs
Indirect expenses from the CoE-
grant amount to NOK 1 199 147. 
NOK 749 443 of this sum is re-
directed as equity.
Indirekte kostnader beregnet av SFF-
bevilgningen utgjør kr 1 199 147. Av 
dette er  kr 749 443 tilbakeført som 
egenandel til prosjektet. 

Note 4 – Scientifi c equipment
Th e sum includes patch-clamp unit, 
2 Neuralynx data acquisition systems
Beløpet inkluderer patch-clamp enhet, 
2 Neuralynx dataacquisition-systemer
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Research fellows

Stefan Leutgeb, 
Post-doc 

Jill Leutgeb, 
Post-doc 

Paul Ganter, 
Post-doc 

Francesca Sargolini,
Post-doc

Junior Research Fellows

Sturla Molden, 
Cand. scient./Ph.D. student

Hill-Aina Steff enach, 
Cand. scient./Ph.D. student 

Frode A. Tuvnes, 
Cand. scient./Ph.D. student 

Mona Kolstø Otnæss, 
Cand. polit./Ph.D. student 

Kirsten Gjerstad 
Kjelstrup,
Stud. med./Ph.D. student

Vegard Heimly Brun, 
Stud. med./Ph.D. student 

Marianne Fyhn, 
Cand. scient./Ph.D. student  

Paulo Girão, 
Ph.D. student 

Torkel Hafting Fyhn, 
Ph.D. student

Stig Hollup, 
Cand. polit./Ph.D. student 

Katrine Hauglund, 
Ph.D. student.

Project students

Sunniva Steine, 
Stud. med.

Th omas Smedsrud, 
Stud. med.

Master students

Tora Bonnevie

Wenche Langfj ord

Lisa Nielsen

Kamilla Medås

Trygve Solstad

Technical team

Ingvild Hammer, 
Bioengineer 

Kyrre Haugen, 
Histology technician 

Klaus Jenssen, 
Electronics engineer 

Raymond Skjerpeng, 
Programmer

Haagen Waade, 
Computer engineer 

Ingunn E. Bakken, 
Senior executive offi  cer

Knut S. Grøn, 
Animal technician 
(part-time)
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Approvals
Animal experimentation in Norway is 
regulated through the Norwegian 
Animal Welfare Act and the European 
Convention for the Protection of 
Vertebrate Animals used for Experi-
mental and Other Scientifi c Purposes.

Permission for performing experi-
ments has been granted by the National 
Animal Research Authority. Th is au-
thority has also inspected and accepted 
the animal unit of the Department of 
Psychology. Th e animal unit was built in 
2001 and satisfi es the requirements of a 
modern rodent unit as recommended in 
the European Convention. Th e licenses 
are valid for rats and mice.

Relations with the 
surrounding neuroscience 
community
Both NTNU and the Research Council 
have encouraged the Centre to establish 
relations with the surrounding local 
neuroscience community. Th e Centre is 
partly associated with the Department 
of Psychology at the Faculty of Social 
Science and Technology Management. 

Moreover, two research groups 
(Robert Biegler, Department of 
Psychology, Faculty of Social Sciences 
and Technology Management), and 
Hanna Mustaparta (Department of 
Biology, Faculty of Natural Sciences and 
Technology,) are interacting closely with 
the Centre, with their laboratories next 
to those of the core group. Th eir research 
supports the core activity of the Centre. 
Th ese two groups are in receipt of a share 
of the CoE support. Th eir relationship to 
the CBM will be re-evaluated on the 
occasion of the mid-way evaluation in 
2006. 

Th e Biegler group has developed 
tasks that distinguish diff erences in how 
much various species of birds remember 
from diff erences in how long or accu-
rately they remember. Th e Mustaparta 
group has long experience with olfactory 
mechanisms in an insect antennal lobe 
preparation. Th ey are collaborating with 
visiting professor Randolf Menzel, who 
is working on spike ensemble activity in 
insects, complementing the proposed re-
search in the mammalian hippocampus.

Animal keepers and brain 
researchers
Th e researchers at the CBM must be 
able to master a large number of diff er-
ent tasks. In addition to the important 
work of studying the memory processes 
in the rats’ brains, the researchers must 
among other things train them to per-
form such tasks as fi nding food in en-
closures of diff erent shapes. Th e rats can 
also be trained to fi nd their way about 
in diff erent mazes, or in pools of water 
with hidden escape platforms.

Th e researchers must also construct 
the electrodes that are to register the 
activity of the brain and analyse the 
results. In addition the CBM has a staff  
of electrical engineers and technicians 
who are in charge of more specialised 
tasks, as well as its own keepers.

Th e CBM uses hooded rats that have 
been specially bred for their calm tem-
perament that means they are happy in 
laboratory surroundings. Eff ective learn-
ing is dependent on the fact that the rats 
are not subject to stress or disorders. 

Ingolf Hanssen,
Veterinary (part-time) 

Roy Ulriksen,
Jack-of-all-trades (part-time)

Espen Sjulstad, 
Electrode wirer (part-time)

Bjørn Håvard Solem, 
Electronics technician 
(part-time)

Associated members

Robert Biegler, 
Associate professor NTNU, 
Norway (DSCN 3038)

Hanna Mustaparta, 
Professor NTNU, Norway 

Boleslaw Srebro, 
Visiting Associate professor, 
Master Study in 
Neuroscience 

Gerit Pfuhl, 
master student 
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